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Statement
of Qualifications
MARINE CONSTRUCTION & DOCKSIDE SERVICES
An 8(a) Certified, Wholly Owned Subsidiary
of Alaska Native Corporation Sealaska,
Providing Award‐Winning, Quality Work
And Innovated Solutions for More Than 40 Years
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Company Information


8(a) Certified



100% Native American Ownership



DOD Indian Incentive Program (IIP)
eligible



NAICS Code (Primary): 237990



NAICS Code (Secondary): 237120,
238120, 238910



DUNS #: 09-706-4646



SIC Code: 1629



CAGE Code: 1PEK9
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Small Business Certificate
State of California #8096



CA DIR: 1000012374



California Contractor’s State License
Class A – License # 507590



Federal TIN (C Corp): 68-0114229



State ID: 267-1997-1



ISNet World: 400-139770



Corporation ID#: 1549944



Date Incorporated: December 17, 1986
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Marine Services


Aids to Navigation Installation and
Maintenance



Dock and Pier Installation and Repair





Pile Driving

Unexploded Ordnance Recovery





Crane Barge Heavy Lift – 150 Ton Capacity

Marine Incident Response





Cast-in-Place and Pre-cast Concrete

Precision, Environmental, and
Remediation Dredging



Marine Demolition



Water Control Structure Support including
levees, spillways, and locks



Floating Crane Service



Cofferdam/Sheet Piles



Marine Observation Buoy Deployment and
Maintenance



Geotechnical Drilling





Mooring Installation/Replacement

Outfall & Pipe Installation, Maintenance &
Salvage



Marine Salvage



Cable Installation, Maintenance & Salvage



Habitat Restoration



Marine Debris Removal



Specialized Equipment Rental

Dockside Services
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Vessel Mobilization/Demobilization



Storage/Laydown



Sub-arc Pile Welding



Steel Fabrication



Pre-cast Concrete



Crane Service



Fabrication, Engineering and Design
Services



Design/Build
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Who We Are
CS Marine Constructors is an 8(a) Certified,
California-based marine construction company
with the ability to self-perform new construction,
emergency repairs, demolition, salvage, and
maintenance as a full-service marine contractor.
Our clients include the U.S. Coast Guard, the
California Department of Water Resources, and
other federal, state, and local agencies as well as
refinery and terminal operators.
Our management teams represent a combined
130 years of marine construction experience and
the majority of our foremen and craft leads have
been with CS Marine for more than sixteen years.
As an 8(a) Certified wholly owned subsidiary of
Sealaska, an Alaska Native Corporation, we foster
ocean health and embrace diversity, equity, and
inclusion.

What We Do
We drive piles and construct and repair piers,
wharfs, docks, navigational aids, dolphins,
walkways, gangways, intakes, and outfalls. We also deconstruct docks and wharfs, remove abandoned
submarine pipelines, recover underwater debris, and remove unexploded ordnance from the seafloor.
We work with and without divers, depending on the needs of the project.
With our crews, equipment fleet, waterside yard and relationships in the industry, we react quickly to
emergencies, loading material and/or placing crews and equipment on-site within hours.

Where We Work
Our corporate headquarters and yard are located on a 4-acre paved dockside facility at Mare Island in
Vallejo, Calif. This facility is accessible by truck or barge, with 30, 40 and 100-ton yard cranes and 2.5,
15 and 18-ton forklifts ready to handle material.

How We Stay Safe
CS Marine's safety program is guided by our published Health, Safety, and Environmental Policy, which
focuses on orientation, training and supervision to provide a safe workplace. Our staff are trained both
in-house and by OSCA and receive the required training for entry into refineries and other areas where
awareness of hazards is part of Process Safety Management (PSM).
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PROJECT
EXPERIENCE
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USCG Aids to Navigation (ATON) Installation & Maintenance
CS Marine has been replacing and/or maintaining Aids to
Navigation (ATONs) for the United States Coast Guard
continuously since 1994. For many years, CS Marine was
the consecutive successful bidder on the USCG’s Five Year
Maintenance Contract. More recent jobs have been
completed as a subcontractor to a USCG Regional Multiple
Award Construction Contracts (RMACC) Contractor.

PROJECT FEATURES





Demolition
Pile driving
Pile removal
Installation of Government
Furnished Materials
Underwater debris retrieval


The projects include steel pipe pile fabrication, steel pipe pile
driving, survey and reporting of findings, recovery of downed
structures, and the installation and/or removal of Government Furnished Materials.

Work locations span the greater San Francisco Bay, Sacramento and Stockton areas, the California
Delta waters, and various ports up and down the coast of California.
Subsurface debris retrieval is also performed as part of the projects.
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Unexploded Ordnance Recovery

CS Marine was retained as a subcontractor for on-water
retrieval work for this over-water, in-service facility requiring
MEC/UXO clearance and possible disposal. This was a cost
reimbursable project for a private client.
The General Contractor performed a remedial investigation
offshore at MOTCO Concord for munitions that may have
been released because of the Port Chicago Explosion of
1944.

PROJECT FEATURES





MEC/UXO clearance and disposal
Over-water work
Real-time positioning of barge and
crane
Real-time sonar monitoring of the
work

CS Marine was responsible for the fabrication, setup and operation of the marine UXO retrieval and
disposal equipment. This work included building blast-resistant shelters and shields, setting up bombcontainment vessels, operation of the crane and retrieval magnets, and setup and operation of all the
real-time survey equipment and sonar gear.
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Water Diversion Structures
CS Marine has served as a subcontractor for the past
eighteen years to complete one diversion project twice a
year for the California Department of Water Resources.

PROJECT FEATURES



In-water work
Heavy Lift

Work involves the installation or removal of stop logs (70
feet long, 45,000 pound each) at a water-diversion structure in the California Delta. The installation
requires the use of divers, and the removal is done without diver assistance.
Another typical diversion project involves the installation of rock barriers to control water flow
(temporary dams) in the Delta. CS Marine installs and removes these barriers at the request of the
California Department of Water Resources on a random basis. These barriers have been installed and
removed multiple times by CS Marine over the past ten years.
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Marine Salvage
This work involves locating, identifying and recovering
submarine debris. Items range from crane barges to
mechanical equipment to seafloor debris (pipe, piles,
concrete debris) near existing, abandoned or removed
wharfs and docks.

PROJECT FEATURES




Sonar surveys
GPS surveys
Underwater debris retrieval

Projects are of three general types:
1) Scan and Recover: scanning the target area with sonar to locate the object in question, then
sending down a grapple with the barge crane to grasp and retrieve the object
2) GPS Guided Recovery: CS Marine’s crane barges are outfitted with GPS on both the barge and
crane boom tip. Clients provide GPS coordinates of the debris to be recovered. We then
position our barge and crane using the given coordinates of the debris. Depending on the type
of debris, we then use a bucket or grapple to recover the debris or send a diver down to rig into
the debris so it can be recovered. Operations are monitored in real time with sonar to aid in the
recovery.
3) Large scale salvage: In these cases, CS Marine outfits flat barges with winches, cables and an
assortment of other equipment as needed based on the size of the object(s) to be recovered.
Then, working with divers (as needed) we recover the item in question.
Work locations span the greater San Francisco Bay, Sacramento and Stockton areas, and the
California Delta waters.
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Pile Driving and Precast Concrete
This over-water, in-service facility project required new and
remediation work. It was a lump sum project for a private
client.

PROJECT FEATURES

New work included: large- and small-diameter steel piles
(60” diameter x 112’ long and 12” diameter x 75’ long) driven
to tight tolerance over a distance of 550 feet, heavy timber
framing installation, installation of new aluminum gangways,
and new precast concrete slabs set on top of the driven
piles.









Rehabilitation construction and
new construction
In-water pile driving (timber and
steel)
Heavy timber framing
Concrete pile caps
Installation of pile supported
walkways

Remedial work included: removal and installation of timber
piles, heavy timber dock demolition and modification, and installation of steel framing to support the
existing timber wharf.
Biological and hydroacoustic monitoring was also required. The project was constrained by permits to a
four-month “in-water work window” and by the need to keep the facility operational at all times.
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Pile Driving, Heavy Timber Framing, Precast Concrete
This project for a private client was an over-water, in-service
facility requiring new and remediation work.
New work included: steel pipe pile (24” diameter x 115’
long) driven from the water to tight tolerances over a
distance of 450 feet, heavy timber framing, installation of
concrete pile cap slabs (precast in CS Marine’s yard), and
installation of six aluminum gangways and two sets of stairs.
Remedial work included: heavy timber framing re-bolting,
installation of protective pile jackets and structural fiberglass
pile jackets (round and square, up to 55’ long, installed both
with and without divers) throughout the facility, removal of
damaged structural timber and replacing pieces with new
fiberglass structural members, and the installation of timber
pile steel collars.

PROJECT FEATURES









Rehabilitation construction and
new construction
In-water pile driving (timber and
steel)
Heavy timber framing
Concrete pile caps
Installation of pile-supported
walkways
Pile remediation
Installation of pile jackets
Installation of steel pile collars

The project was phased over several years, as most was completed between August and November of
each year. The pre-cast pile caps were built by CS Marine in our yard during times of the year when
work was not permitted at the project site. All work was completed while keeping the facility operational
at all times.
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Pile Driving and Cast-in-Place Structural Concrete
This project was an over-water, in-service facility requiring
new work. It was a lump sum project for a private client.
New work included: driving concrete batter piles (octagonal
concrete 24” x 127’ long with 20’ steel tip) driven to tight
tolerance through existing piles, installing new concrete castin-place over-water slabs cast on top of the driven piles,
removal of ~675’ of timber fender pile and waler system, and
installation of both protective and structural carbon fiber pile
wraps (typically 10’ long, installed with and without divers).
All work was completed near critical oil-conveying piping and
wharf electrical and signal lines.

PROJECT FEATURES







New construction
In-water pile driving (concrete)
Pile remediation
Heavy timber framing
Structural pile jackets (carbon fiber)
Work around critical utilities and
pipelines

Biological and hydroacoustic monitoring was also performed as part of the project.
All work had to be done from the water during a four-month window while keeping the facility
operational at all times.
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Cast-in-Place Concrete Deck on Driven Piles
CS Marine completed this project for a private client on the
waterfront in San Francisco Bay.
Work involved: installing 24” steel piles and a cast-in-place
reinforced concrete deck to allow for expansion of the
building’s footprint.
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PROJECT FEATURES




In-water work
Cast-in-Place Concrete
Pile Driving
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Marine Demolition
CS Marine completely removed two over-water, out-ofservice petroleum facilities for a private client.
The project included the removal of existing deck structures
and appurtenances, cleaning and removal of all existing
product piping, demolition and recycling of all timber and
concrete elements, demolition of all concrete, steel or timber
piling, and demolition of all fender systems.
Subsurface surveys and debris retrieval were also
performed.

PROJECT FEATURES







Demolition
In-water work
Cleaning and removal of process
piping
Pile removal
Piping removal
Underwater debris retrieval

The project’s “in-water permit work window” required all pile removal work to be done during the “inwater” work window of August 1 to November 30. All other work was performed without schedule
restrictions.
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Marine Demolition Support
CS Marine removed and transported the center span of a
bridge to be replaced.

PROJECT FEATURES

 Demolition
Work included: providing the barges, support cranes and
tug services to receive the bridge section as it was lowered
down to the water level. CS Marine then transported the bridge section to Mare Island for disposal and
recycling.
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Submarine Gas Line Location and Replacement
CS Marine located, exposed, recovered and replaced an existing
submarine PG&E gas line that conflicted with the foundations of the
new San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge.
Work included: locating an in-service gas line below the San
Francisco Bay floor, submarine dredging to expose the pipe,
submarine disposal of dredge waste, hoisting the gas line to the
surface of the water, severing the gas line, pulling a new gas line
(1000’) though an HDD (Horizontal Directional Drilled) bore hole,
connecting the new gas line to the existing gas line, lowering the new
gas line down to the Bay bottom and covering with crushed rock back
to native grade.

PROJECT FEATURES







Real-time positioning
Horizontal directional
drilling
Submarine excavation
Pipe welding
Submarine backfilling
Work around critical
utilities and pipelines

This project required real-time positioning and tracking of the barges and excavation pump, as well as
high-resolution sonar monitoring of the work in real time.
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For more information, contact:
Mark Weisz
mark@csmarine.com
707-562-4100
www.csmarine.com
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